Vote for a new
airport elsewhere

London needs a major hub airport.
• Heathrow is the wrong location.
• Gatwick cannot take over from Heathrow as all the other
candidates are saying.
The only solution is to build a new 4 runway airport in the Thames
Estuary (also known as Boris Island) to provide air capacity for
generations to come. We can pay for this by cancelling the HS2 project.
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Vote for a new airport elsewhere

London needs a major hub airport
Heathrow is the wrong location.
Gatwick cannot take over from
Heathrow as all the other candidates
are saying. The only solution is to
build a new 4 runway airport in the
Thames Estuary (also known as Boris
Island) to provide air capacity for
generations to come. We can pay for
this by cancelling the HS2 project.
Both are about the same price.
One gets you to Birmingham 20mins
quicker and will generate very little
wealth. The other allows businessmen
to fly into the UK much more easily
and quickly and it is anticipated can
generate over £100bn extra.
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A similar very successful airport has
been built in Hong Kong. One will harm
the environment greatly when it is built.
The other will have minimum impact and
will ease the burden on people living round
Heathrow enormously.
By voting for the Christian option you will
elect an MP with a mandate to solve the
Heathrow problem. No other candidate will
have this mandate.
Labour have said we should put up the
prices of flights to get fewer people to fly.
They don’t have a solution neither does
Zac Goldsmith or the Lib Dems.
Our core values are the importance of
marriage, the sanctity of life and protecting
persecuted Christians which no other
party cares about and also care for the
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WHY? Because Heathrow is a
hub airport, now the second
largest in the world having
just been overtaken by Abu
Dhabi. That means large
numbers of passengers that
use it fly in and fly out to other
destinations.

poor which some other parties say they
care about but do little.
We deserve your support.

Dominic Stockford
e: lutherkehrt@gmail.com
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